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Abstract. We show that strong domain adaptation results for dependency pars-
ing can be achieved using a conceptually simple method that learns domain-
invariant word representations. Lacking labeled resources, dependency parsing
for low-resource domains has been a challenging task. Existing work considers
adapting a model trained on a resource-rich domain to low-resource domains.
A mainstream solution is to find a set of shared features across domains. For
neural network models, word embeddings are a fundamental set of initial features.
However, little work has been done investigating this simple aspect. We propose
to learn domain-invariant word representations by fine-tuning pretrained word
representations adversarially. Our parser achieves error reductions of 5.6% UAS,
7.9% LAS on PTB respectively, and 4.2% UAS, 3.2% LAS on Genia respectively,
showing the effectiveness of domain invariant word representations for alleviating
lexical bias between source and target data.

Keywords: Word representations, Wasserstein distance, Generative Adversarial Net-
work, Domain adaptation, Dependency parsing

1 Introduction

Dependency parsing aims to analyze the syntactic relationships (i.e. head→ dependent)
between words within a sentence, which plays an important role on many natural lan-
guage processing tasks, such as machine translation [1], information extraction [2] and
natural language inference [3]. Due to lack of labeled data, dependency parsing for
resource-poor domain has been a challenging task. Many work has been focused on
transferring models from the resource-rich domain to the resource-poor domain [4] [5].

There are two main factors which make it difficult to do domain adaptation: the
difference of the distribution between domains, and different labeling schemes [6]. For
instance, for English Penn treebank (PTB) which is a news treebank [7] , and Genia [8]
which is a biology treebank, the labeling guidelines are same but the lexical coverage
ratio of PTB on Genia is about 25% and even much lower on proper nouns. The heavy
lexical bias between these two domains makes it difficult to transfer parsing models
directly.

Many efforts have been devoted to alleviating the lexical bias by learning lexical
representations. Koo et al. [9] derived word clusters from large unannotated corpus and
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Receptors were measured by radioreceptor assay
root vmod

pmod
vc vmod nmod

Fig. 1: An example of dependency tree.

added cluster-based features into a discriminator model. Recently, the neural network-
based bias correction methods were proposed, through representing one word as a low
dimensional real-valued vector [10] For adaptation between two domains, these word
representations may not be sufficiently useful because they are trained on a large and
diverse corpus but not targeted for only these two domains. We argue that the word
representations tuned on specific source and target domains could transfer the source
parsing model more effectively.

In this paper, we propose to do domain-adaptive fine-tuning for specific source-
target domains pair based on existing pretrained word representations using Wasser-
stein Generative Adversarial Network (WGAN) [11]. In our method, the generator G
of WGAN learns domain invariant word representations, and then represents target
sentence representation as close to the source sentence representation as possible. Given
the representation of a sentence, the discriminator D then predicts which domain the
sentence comes from. Based on the decision of D, both of D and G tune themselves
and become better, until D cannot distinguish which domain the sentence is from. As a
result, the Wasserstein distance of source data distributions and target data distributions
could be increasingly minimized in this way.

During our experiments, the loss of WGAN converges and the accuracy of the
discriminator D stabilizes to 0.5. Finally, the data transferability of source domain is
improved for the target domain. Experimental results show that our method achieves the
performance of 91.85% UAS, and 90.94% LAS on a biology dataset Genia and achieve
95.98% UAS, and 95.01% LAS on PTB respectively.

We make two contributions in this paper:

– We derive domain invariant word representations by Wasserstein Generative Ad-
versarial Networks.

– Using domain invariant word representations, we improve the performance of pars-
ing domain adaptation.

2 Deep Biaffine Parsing Model

Given a sentence x, the task of dependency parsing is to produce its dependency tree y,
assigning a head-dependent relation for each word in x, as shown in Fig.1. Our baseline
model is the deep biaffine attention model [12].

Let wt be the t-th token in the sentence. For each wt, the word embedding wt ∈
R
dword and a part-of-speech (POS) embedding pt ∈ Rdpos are used as its representa-

tions, where dword and dpos are the dimensions of wt and pt. The concatenation of wt

and pt for the word wt is xt, which is then passed through a multilayer bidirectional
LSTM network and mapped to a hidden vector rt.
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First, the model computes the score s
(arc)
i,j for each possible dependency arc for wi

(head) to wj (dependent), producing four vector representations:

rt = BiLSTM(xt),

h
(arc−head)
i =MLP (arc−head)(ri),

h
(arc−dep)
j =MLP (arc−dep)(rj),

s
(arc)
i,j = h

T (arc−head)
i U (arc)h

(arc−dep)
j

+ h
T (arc−head)
i u(arc),

(1)

where MLP is a multi layer perceptron, U (arc) is a weight matrix, and u(arc) is used in
the bias term. During decoding, the parsing tree that has the maximum score is found
via maximum spanning tree (MST) algorithm.

Second, the model assigns a label for each arc in the dependency tree according to
the score slabeli,j .

h
(label−head)
i =MLP (label−head)

ri ,

h
(label−dep)
j =MLP (label−dep)

rj ,

h
(label)
i,j = h

(label−head)
i ⊕ h

(label−dep)
j ,

s
(label)
i,j = h

T (label−head)
i U(label)h

(label−dep)
j

+ h
T (label)
i,j W (label) + u(label),

(2)

where U(label) is a third-order tensor, W (label) is a weight matrix, and u(label) is a bias
vector.

Our research focuses on learning an domain invariant embedding matrix through
tuning general word embeddings pre-trained on multiple domains. In section 3, we will
introduce how we learn word representations for specific source and target domain,
aiming to make their data much closer.

3 Learning Word Representations Using WGAN

The problem of supervised domain adaptation for dependency parsing is denoted as
follows. We have labeled source data Ds = {(xs, ys)}N

s

s=1 and labeled target domain
data Dt = {xt, yt}N

t

t=1, we assume that they share the same feature space but follow
different distribution PS , PT respectively. We additionally assume that they share the
same annotation guideline. We adjust the feature distribution through learning domain
invariant word representations to make the distance of feature distribution PS and PT
as small as possible.

There are many methods to measure the distance between two probability distribu-
tions including the KL divergence, the JSD divergence, the Wasserstein distance and
so on. We use the Wasserstein distance function [11], also called Earth-Mover (EM)
distance, which is calculated as

W (PS ,PT ) = inf
γ∈

∏
(PS ,PT )

E(xs,xt)∼γ [||xs − xt||]. (3)
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Fig. 2: The structure of our WGAN.

∏
(PS ,PT ) is the collection of all possible joint distributions of PS and PT . From

each possible joint distribution γ, we can sample (xs, xt) ∈ γ and compute ||xs −
xt||, which is the distance between the source sample xs and target sample xt. Then
we can compute the expectation value of this distance under the joint distribution γ.
Wasserstein distance can be seen as the minimum cost of the best plan movePS toPT.

The structure of our WGAN is shown in Fig. 2. It contains two parts: the generator
G with parameters w and the discriminator D with parameters θ. G generates domain
invariant word representations and changes sentences into vectors. The discriminatorD
is a sentence classifier. Given sentence vectors,D predicts whether the sentence is from
source or target domain.

3.1 Generator

Our generator G consists of a word embedding layer. Each word in the vocabulary V
is associated with a k-dimensional vector. Let xi be the i-th word in the sentence x
and x1:n be the concatenation of word vectors from x1 to xn. Given a sentence x of
length n (padded when its length is smaller than n), the generator G will output its
representations

G(x) = x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ ...⊕ xn, (4)

where ⊕ is the concatenation operator. The parameter in G is the word representation
matrix W ∈ Rk×|V |.

3.2 Discriminator

The discriminator D is a convolutional sentence classifier, similar to the work of [13].
Given G(x), D predicts which domain the sentence x comes from. Our classifier con-
tains one convolutional layer, one max-pooling layer, and one full-connected hidden
layer with dropout and softmax.
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A feature ci is produced when a filter w ∈ Rh×k is applied to a window of hwords,

ci = f(w · xi:i+h−1 + b). (5)

In Equation 5, b ∈ R is a bias item and f is a non-linear activation function. The filter
is applied in all possible word windows in the sentence x1:h,x2:h+1, ...,xn−h+1:n to
produce a set of feature map,

c = [c1, c2, ..., cn−h+1]. (6)

Then we use max-over-time pooling method over the feature map and take the max
value ĉ = max(c) as the feature corresponding to this filter w. Then features z =
[ĉ1, ..., ĉm] are passed to the fully-connected layer. For regularization, we compute the
output with:

y = W1 · z+ b1. (7)

To mitigate overfitting, we apply dropout in hidden layer with the dropout rate of
0.5. W1 ∈ Rm×m is the weight matrix and b1 ∈ Rm is the bias. Finally, the softmax
layer is used to predict the domain the sentence x comes from.

The network parameters in the discriminator are θ = {w,b,W1,b1}.

3.3 Loss Function

For the input of the discriminator G(x), we denote the logits output by hidden layer as
D(G(x)). When computing the Wasserstein distance of the source and target distribu-
tions, we use the logits output by the hidden layer without softmax.

wdloss = D(G(S))−D(G(T )). (8)

Given the source data, the output of the discriminator is D(G(S)), and D(G(T ))
for target data. The loss function for the generator G is the wdloss

Gloss = wdloss. (9)

We set the loss of classifier C as the cross-entropy of output from softmax layer of
the discriminator. The loss of the discriminator is a combination of the loss of classifier
Closs and wdloss with a hyper parameter wdparam ∈ [0, 1]

Dloss = Closs(S ∪ T )− wdparam ∗ wdloss (10)

3.4 Training

The training process of our WGAN is shown in Algorithm 1. First, parameters of the
generator and discriminator are initialized. Second, we randomly split training data into
mini-batches with batch size ms for the source data and mt for the target data. For each
batch, we first train the discriminator for ds steps and then train the generator for gs
steps. Parameter optimization is performed by RMSprop (root mean square) optimizers
with learning rate α1 for G and α2 for D. If the parameters do not converge, we repeat
the second step for more epochs until the maximum epoch is reached.
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Algorithm 1 Learning word representations via WGAN

Require: Training data: source data S = {(xsi )}N
s

i=1; target data T = {xti}N
t

i=1; minibatch size
ms and mt; discriminator training steps ds; generator training steps gs; learning rate for
generator α1; learning rate for discriminator α2; the maximum epoch epochmax;

1: ep = 0
2: while ep 6 epochmax do
3: ep = ep+ 1
4: while θ has not converged do
5: batchnum = math.ceil(Ns/ms, Nt/mt)
6: for b =1 to batchnum do
7: Sample {xsi}m

s

i=1, {xti}m
t

i=1 from S, T
8: for j = 1 to ds do
9: gθ ← ∇θ[Closs − wdparam ∗ wdloss]

10: θ ← θ + α2 ·RMSprop(θ, gθ)
11: end for
12: for k = 1 to gs do
13: gw ← ∇wGloss
14: w ← w − α1 ·RMSprop(θ, gw)
15: end for
16: end for
17: end while
18: end while

4 Experiments

In this section, we describe our experiments on learning domain invariant word rep-
resentations and applications on dependency parsing, and discuss experimental results
from different views.

4.1 Experiments on Learning Domain Invariant Word Representation

The source data consists of training sentences of the PTB, which are from the news
domain. The target sentence is the training set of Genia corpus [8], a semantically
annotated corpus for biology text.

The dimension k of word embeddings is 100. The size of filters in the convolutional
layer are 3, 4 and 5 and the number of filters per size is 128. wdparam, the weight for
wdloss inDloss, is 0.5. Both the learning rates α1 and α2 are 0.001. Steps of optimizing
the discriminator and generator ds and gs are 5 and 1, respectively. The maximum
number of epochs epochmax is 100. Both of the source and target batch size are 512.

Stability and Convergence of WGAN We show the change of wdloss along with
training steps on Fig. 3. It is clear that wdloss gets smaller and converges gradually. The
smaller the wdloss is, the source and target domain data are much more closer under
domain invariant word representations.
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Fig. 3: Change of wdloss against the number of training steps.
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Fig. 4: Accuracy of the classifier in D against the number of training steps.

The accuracy of the classifier in D converges to roughly 0.5, as shown in Fig. 4,
which shows that the discriminator can not distinguish the domain of one sentence any
more [14].

Our learning of domain invariant word representations performs well in stability
and model collapse. In addition, it takes two hours to finish our adversarial learning
using one GPU of GTX 1080.

Evaluation by Word Similarity We compare word representations output by our
WGAN (denoted as emb wg) with GloVe word embeddings with 100 dimensions trained
on Wikipedia 2014 and Gigaword 5 [15] (denoted as GloVe100) in obtaining word
semantic similarities.

Given a target word, we can get obtain top-n similar words in semantics according
to the Euclidean distance of embeddings. As shown in Table 1, when the target word is
cause, the similar words given in emb wg contain illness from biology domain. The
results of GloVe100 are all from general domains. For the case of expression which is
frequently used in biology domain, the output of GloVe100 only contains similar words
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Table 1: Comparison of similar words induced by word representations.
Target Word Our Embeddings GloVe100

cause causes, causing, caused causes, causing, caused
illness, risk failure, prevent

inflammatory responses, viral, drugs autoimmune, insensitive, incendiary
autoimmune, hiv, disease bowel,inflammation

necrosis tumor, apoptosis,cells apoptosis, factor-alpha, avascular
differentiation, inflammation tumor, inflammation

expression sense, means,different sense, emotion, meaning
function, genes manner, discourse

from the general domain, mostly to show feelings or ideas, but our results also contains
words that means structure of an molecule or genes.

Our embeddings may connect words from the source and target domain with domain
invariant distributions. Then similar syntactic structures from source domain could be
better transferred to target domain.

4.2 Dependency Parsing Experiments

We use the deep biaffine attention parser [12] to evaluate our domain invariant word
representations in the domain adaptation task for dependency parsing. The parsing per-
formance is measured using unlabeled attachment score (UAS) and labeled attachment
score (LAS). Following previous work [12,16], we compute UAS and LAS excluding
punctuation.
Adapting PTB to Genia The dependency parsing results on Genia are shown in
Table 2. The training data is the combination of the PTB training set and the Genia
training set. The development and test set are from Genia. We adopt the division of
[17]. Our baseline is the biaffine attention dependency model, and the word embed-
ding is the GloVe100. Different with the baseline, we use the concatenation of word
representations output by our WGAN and GloVe100, denoted as emb wg. In Table 2,
Genia-train stands for the experiment whose training data are Genia training set and the
word representation is GloVe100. And Fine-tune stands for the model is trained on PTB
and then fine-tuned on Genia.

The performance of baseline parser is better than PTB-train, showing the effective-
ness of adapting the source model to the target domain. The results of Fine-tune are
much worse than baseline, suggesting that news training does not give a better starting
model for bio data. We improve the UAS by 0.36 and LAS by 0.3 as shown in Table
2, compared to the baseline model, showing the effectiveness of our domain invariant
word representations in parsing domain adaptation from the news domain to the biology
domain.
Adapting Genia to PTB We apply our domain invariant word representation on
the domain adaptation dependency parsing from the biology to the news domain. The
training data is the combination of PTB training set and Genia training set. We also train
the parser only using PTB training set and GloVe100, denoted as PTB-train in Table 3.
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Table 2: Parsing results of adapting PTB
to Genia.
System word embedding UAS LAS
baseline GloVe100 91.49 90.64
Genia-train GloVe100 91.39 90.46
Fine-tune GloVe100 88.46 86.76
Ours emb wg 91.85 90.94

Table 3: Parsing results of adapting Genia
to PTB.
System word embedding UAS LAS
Baseline GloVe100 95.74 94.69
PTB-train GloVe100 95.77 94.78
Ours emb wg 95.98 95.01
D&M [2017] glove 95.74 94.08
Ma et al. [2018] M-word2vec 95.87 94.19

Dozat and Manning [2017] (denoted as D&M [2017]) use the GloVe embedding. Ma
et al. [2018] is based on stack-pointer networks and uses word embeddings output by a
modified word2vec (denoted as M-word2vec in Table 3) for syntax [18].

The dependency parsing results of adapting Genia to PTB are shown in Table 3. Our
model improves the performance by 0.24 UAS and 0.32 LAS respectively, compared to
the baseline, showing the effectiveness of our domain invariant word representation for
parsing domain adaptation from the biology domain to the news domain. Our results
are also better than both D&M [2017] and Ma et al. [2018]. In paticular, our parser
has strong performance on predicting the labeled dependency relations by 95.01 LAS.
Compared to D&M[2017], we improve the performance by 0.93 LAS. As the analysis
in their paper (page 7) shows one reason for their lower LAS may be the inefficiencies
of the GloVe embeddings [12].

The results on PTB and Genia show that: 1) given domain invariant word represen-
tations, model of resource-rich domain can better adapt to the resource-poor domain;
2) data of resource-poor domain can also improve the parsing performance of resource-
rich domain.
Results by Different Dependency Relations We analyze the error reduction in
different dependency relations and select the top-10 relations according to their error
counts. The results are shown in Table 4 and Table 5. For the result on Genia, we
improved the UAS on 9 out of 10 dependency relations and 7 out of 10 for PTB data.
Our domain invariant word representations well work on dependency types of nmod,
dep, advmod, nsubj, det, and case.
Case Study As observed in the PTB training dataset, the word genome is an OOV(out
of the vocabulary) word. From our word representations embwg we find that the most
similar word is genes, which occurs frequently in PTB. When the parser tries to judge
if the is a dependent of genome, the dependent pair genes → the in PTB can be
transferred to this scenario. The most similar word given by GloVe100 is sequencing,
which dose not have dependent of the in PTB.

5 Related Work

Dependency parsing has been investigated as a fundamental syntactic task. Typical
methods include graph-based [12] and transition-based [19,20]. While most work fo-
cuses on news domain training using PTB, we here consider the issue of domain trans-
fer. Bias correction techniques aim to make up the data bias between the samples of
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Table 4: Error reductions of two systems on Genia in different dependency relations.
Relation Explanation Count Baseline Ours Error Reduction (%)

nmod nominal modifier 4135 523 503 3.82
dep unspecified dependency 859 424 400 5.66

compound compound 3864 312 298 4.49
conj conjunct 1402 237 225 3.37

amod adjectival modifier 3449 203 191 5.91
case case marking 4279 184 171 7.07
cc coordinating conjunction 1247 141 136 3.55

advmod adverbial modifier 860 101 104 -2.97
det determiner 2446 77 70 9.09

nsubj nominal subject 1428 54 47 12.96

Table 5: Error reductions of two systems on PTB in different dependency relations.
Relation Explanation Count Baseline Ours Error Reduction (%)

nmod nominal modifier 5089 546 527 3.48
dep unspecified dependency 762 225 196 12.89

advmod adverbial modifier 1986 186 166 10.75
conj conjunct 1345 117 118 -0.85
case case marking 5869 103 97 5.83
cc coordinating conjunction 1381 98 102 -4.08

nsubj nominal subject 3991 91 86 5.49
advcl adverbial clause modifier 647 71 70 1.41

acl clausal modifier of noun 457 69 67 2.90
compound compound 4798 66 68 -3.03

source and target domains. Much attention has been paid on bias correction which is
aimed to make up the data bias between the samples of source and target domains.
Importance weighting is one of bias correction methods, and it can be in different
granularities such as corpus [21], document or sentence [22,23]. Feature embedding
can enhance the transferability of features but it relies much on handcrafted features
[24,25,26].

Koo et al. [9] derive word clusters from large unannotated corpus and adds cluster-
based features into the discriminator learner. Word representations by a low dimensional
value have been explored in [10,27] . Their word embeddings are not effective enough
if directly used in domain adaptation, because they are general for any domain. Our
domain invariant word representations tuned adversarially among the source and target
domain are more useful for a specified source-target pair. We do not rely on the large
amount of unlabeled data and just use sentences of training set for source and target
domain. So it is not too much time-consuming in our adversarial learning.

Recently, much research has focused on learning word representations based on
Wasserstein distance. Sun et al. [28] introduce non-contextual word embeddings based
on Wasserstein distance and uses external information in their model. Xu et al. [29]
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propose a method to learn word embeddings and topics in a unified framework. Their
word embeddings are based on Euclidean distance and topics are based on Wasserstein
distance. The above two works learn non-contextual word embeddings and use Wasser-
stein distance as their distance measures, but they do not use adversarial training. Shen
et al. [26] use adversarial training to learn feature representations for domain adaptation.
Same to us, their goal is make the distributions of two domains more closer. But we
learn domain invariant word representations and do not rely on the feature extractor.
To our knowledge, we are the first to learn domain invariant word representations by
Wasserstein generative adversarial networks.

Sato et al. [30] add a domain classifier in biaffine parsing model to do adversarial
training and their models include shared and domain-specific model. We do adversarial
training in the stage of learning word representations and do not have any relationship
with dependency parsing. So our method can be applied to a wider set of tasks.

6 Conclusions

We investigated the problem of domain adaptation for dependency parsing from a
simple point of view, namely the word embedding biases between a source domain and
a target domain. We showed that bridging this difference brings a large improvement
to parsing accuracies. In particular, domain invariant word representations are gained
using by using generative adversarial learning given a set of general word representa-
tions, so that a resource-rich domain can be leveraged for better training a model on
low-resource domains. Results of news and bio-informatics data show the effectiveness
of our method.

We additionally find that labeled data from low-resource domains can also improve
parsing on resource-rich domains thanks to domain invariant word representations.
Future work includes the investigation of domain invariant word representations to more
tasks such as named entity recognition.
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